
Confused about TitanX?  

Let us clarify how it works... 

 

1️. What is TitanX? 

2️. Understanding TitanX Virtual Mining 

 

1️. What is TitanX? 

 

TitanX is a crypto token launched on Ethereum on Oct 2️8, 2️02️3, by the creator Jake Sharpe. 

It had a fair launch with no ICOs, IDOs or free tokens for the creator or team.  

Everyone acquires TitanX through virtual mining or buying off Uniswap. 

https://app.uniswap.org/swap 

 

2️. Virtual Mining  

 

In TitanX, you mint/create your own tokens via a process called virtual mining.  

 

Virtual mining involves an ETH cost (increasing daily), and a time component, ranging from 1️ to 
2️80 days. 

 

TitanX Mining = ETH + TIME 

 

Once you start a miner, the cost of your TitanX miner is locked in, regardless of the duration of 
mining. Mining longer gets you more TitanX 

 

Note: cost of a TitanX miner increases (0.08% daily), while the quantity of TitanX you get for a 
day of mining decreases (-0.35% daily) 

 

Mining Bonuses: 

 

https://app.uniswap.org/swap


1️. Early Adoption Amplifier Bonus (EAA): Starts at 1️0%, reducing at a rate of 1️0%/350 per day.  

 

2️. tRank Bonus: Acts like a referral program, rewarding you when others start mining after you. 
Your miner can keep a rank for maximum of 2️80 days. 

 

General Mining rule: Today is always better than tomorrow. 

 

Example: Starting a Miner on day 92️  

- ETH cost: 0.2️1️51️0 

- Minable per day: 5,81️4,663 

- EAA Bonus: 7.40% 

- tRank Bonus: 2️,543.92️ (gets locked in) 

 

Mike Dean created the google sheet for the Community: https://t.co/JMwbAUUzMc 

 

Anyone can start a TitanX Miner by simply visiting http://app.titanx.win 

 

Have ETH in your MetaMask Wallet 

 

Specify: 

Miner Length: 1️ - 2️80 days 

Miner Power: 1️-1️00 (1️00 power = 1️00% of current TitanX miner cost, 1️ power = 1️% of current 
TitanX Miner cost) 

 

Press the big blue button 

 

When your TitanX Miner ends (at the day you specified), you need to claim it! 

 

You have one week (7-days) grace period before penalties kick in. 

https://t.co/JMwbAUUzMc
http://app.titanx.win/


 

After that 7-day grace period, you enter the penalty zone, which looks like this: 

1️ day late =  lose 1️% of your TITANX 

2️ days late =  lose 3% 

3 days late =  lose 8% 

4 days late =  lose 1️7% 

5 days late =  lose 35% 

6 days late =  lose 72️% 

7 days late =  lose 99% 

 

Once claimed, TitanX is in your MetaMask.  

Options: 

1️. Hold 

2️. Sell on Uniswap 

3. Stake TitanX 

4. Transform (use your TitanX to participate in other protocols) https://titanxhub.com 

 

Do your own research (start here) - https://minetitanx.info 

 

Incredible content provided by Mike Dean - https://twitter.com/MikeDeanLive 

https://titanxhub.com/
https://minetitanx.info/
https://twitter.com/MikeDeanLive

